Power-Up

Capture

Celebration

Fear

Crisis

Destruction

Splitting the atom

Hacking into the network

Jumping out of a plane
Riding a griffin

Breaking the law

Driving a police car

Overcoming your fears

Diving for crayfish

Shapeshifting

Crossing the road on a goblin’s back

Flying over a rainbow on a unicorn

The coral reef
The caretaker’s closet

The local dairy

Australia

The surface of the moon

Accident & Emergency

Saturn’s rings

A desert island

The reeking sewers

The skate park
A katipō (night-stinger) is a small spider with a poisonous bite.

Waka Taua

War canoe

A Light-Taiaha

A suit of armour

Explosions

Poisonous wasps
Matching tracksuits

A blue tongue

Space bucks

Silence

A rotting mummy

A sticky stick insect

Dripping tentacles

Magnetic underpants

Matariki

A constellation that rises at dawn in winter to signal the Māori New Year.
The village Matai

A Sāmoan chief

A confused robot

Mum

Cat-man

A bomb-disposal expert

A human wrecking ball

A proud elf

A nervous detective

The last rock star
Destroying the evidence

101 slimy eels
Blank card templates, alternate rules, and much more can be found at awesome.tki.org.nz
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